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Abstract—The recent advancement of wafer bonding and
monolithic integration technology offers fine-grained 3-D
interconnections to face-to-face (F2F) and monolithic 3-D (M3D)
ICs. In this article, we propose a full-chip RTL-to-GDSII physical design solution to build commercial-quality two-tier gate-level
F2F and M3D ICs. The state-of-the-art flow named shrunk2D (S2D) requires shrinking of standard cells and interconnects
by a factor of 50% to fit into the target 3-D footprint of a two-tier
design. This, unfortunately, necessitates commercial place/route
engines that handle one node smaller geometries, which can be
challenging and costly. Our flow named compact-2D (C2D) does
not require any geometry shrinking. Instead, C2D implements a
2-D IC with scaled interconnect RC parasitics and contracts the
layout to the 3-D integrated circuit footprint. In addition, C2D
offers post-tier-partitioning optimization (post-TP opt) which is
completely missing in S2D. This additional optimization step is
shown to be effective in fixing timing violations caused by intertier
3-D routing overhead. Lastly, we present a methodology to reuse
the routing result of post-TP opt for the final GDSII generation. Our experimental results show that at iso-performance,
C2D offers up to 28.0% power reduction and 15.6% silicon area
savings over commercial 2-D ICs without any routing resource
overhead.
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Index Terms—Compact-2D (C2D), face-to-face (F2F)-bonded
3-D integrated circuit (3-D IC), monolithic 3-D (M3D) IC,
physical design methodology.

I. I NTRODUCTION
N THE looming end of Moore’s law, 3-D integration technology has been drawing huge attention in the hope of
inheriting the transistor scaling benefit for the system-level
improvement. However, 3-D integrated circuits (3-D ICs) call
for a tighter 3-D interconnect pitch to further improve the
functional density and power-performance-area benefits as
2-D interconnects become denser in the advanced technology
nodes. Among several notable achievements, hybrid waferto-wafer (W2W) bonding technology [2], [3] and monolithic
3-D (M3D) technology [4], [5] have emerged as promising
solutions for the tight 3-D contact pitch in the advanced 3-D

Fig. 1. (1) Hybrid W2W bonding technology [2], [3]. (a) Both wafers are
fabricated in parallel before the bonding. The wafer surface is flattened by
chemical-mechanical planarization. (b) Top wafer is flipped, and wafers are
aligned, bonded at room temperature, and annealed at < 250 ◦C. (c) F2F via is
naturally formed at the location of a direct metal-to-metal bonding. (2) M3D
technology [4], [5]. (a) Empty top wafer is sheared off from the bulk carrier
by the H+ ion implant cut and bonded at room temperature to the BEOL of a
prefabricated bottom wafer. (b) After planarization on the top wafer, MIVs are
created for 3-D interconnections using lithography technology. (c) Top FEOL
and BEOL are fabricated within a low thermal budget to keep the integrity
of the bottom tier.
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integration. Fig. 1 illustrates the two-tier integration process
of each technology.
Hybrid W2W bonding enables direct metal-to-metal
(damascene-pad) and dielectric-to-dielectric bonding between
the back-end-of-lines (BEOLs) of prefabricated wafers in
a face-to-face (F2F) fashion. Wafers are fabricated in parallel with the conventional process before the bonding.
After the wafer surface is flattened by chemical-mechanical
planarization, wafers are aligned, bonded at room temperature,
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and annealed at <250 ◦C to strengthen the interfacial bonding.
As a result, an F2F via is naturally formed at the location
of a direct metal-to-metal bonding. Recently, a 1.8-μm F2F
via pitch has been demonstrated, and the minimum pitch is
projected down to 0.8-μm in the near future thanks to the
advancement of wafer-alignment precision [6], [7].
On the other hand, M3D technology enables sequential fabrication on top of a prefabricated bottom wafer. An empty
top wafer is sheared off from the bulk carrier by H+
ion implant cut and bonded at room temperature to the
BEOL of the bottom wafer. After planarization on the top
wafer, monolithic intertier vias (MIVs) are created for 3-D
interconnections using lithography technology, and top frontend-of-line (FEOL) and metal stacks are fabricated within a
low thermal budget to keep the integrity of the bottom FEOL
and BEOL. Because of this intertier process variation, M3D
integration is farther from commercialization than F2F integration,1 but the minimum pitch of MIVs is projected down
to less than 0.1 μm, which offers more fine-grained 3-D
interconnections.
Compared to the traditional through-silicon-via (TSV)based 3-D integration where the minimum pitch of 3-D
interconnections is larger than 10 μm, both F2F and M3D
integration offer higher degrees of freedom in 3-D placement and routing (P&R) to designers. Therefore, while
TSV-based 3-D ICs are suitable for the block-level 3-D integration where coarse-grained 3-D interconnects are utilized
for the interblock communication, F2F and M3D integration open up the gate-level 3-D integration era enabling
the massive number of intergate 3-D connections. However,
commercial electronic design automation tools are not available to support gate-level F2F and M3D IC implementation
yet, and new design and CAD solutions are required to
fully benefit from the advanced 3-D integration technologies. In this article, we present an RTL-to-GDSII physical
design methodology named compact-2D (C2D) to build areaoptimal and commercial-quality two-tier gate-level F2F and
M3D ICs.
II. M OTIVATION
The state-of-the-art full-chip design flow named shrunk-2D
(S2D) [1], [8] proposed a unique method to build gate-level
3-D ICs using 2-D P&R tools. Assuming no silicon-area overhead in a two-tier 3-D IC, the 3-D design footprint is 50%
of the 2-D IC footprint. To fit all the synthesized gates into
this small 3-D footprint, S2D shrinks the standard cells and
interconnects by 50% to double the chip capacity and uses
them to implement an S2D design with the conventional 2-D
P&R steps. This approach is based on the assumption that
the Z dimension is so small and thus negligible, and the half
perimeter wirelength (HPWL) of the S2D design is the same
as that of the flattened 3-D design, where cells in 3-D space
are projected onto the single placement layer.
As a result of S2D design, the (X, Y) location of a cell is
determined, and tier partitioning is subsequently performed to
1 Recently, one of the top semiconductor manufacturers has officially announced their F2F wafer bonding technology dubbed wafer-onwafer (WoW) targeting advanced 3-D-integrated graphics processing units.

decide the Z location of the cell. At this moment, reducing
the perturbation from legalization is the key objective for the
tier partitioning. For example, consider that there are two adjacent cells at a placement row in the S2D design, and they are
assigned at the same tier. Then legalization with the restored
cell size causes displacement from their optimal (X, Y) locations. However, if they are assigned to different tiers, they can
keep their original (X, Y) locations even after the size restoration. To address this issue, S2D dissects the S2D design into
partitioning bins in a regular fashion and performs Fiduccia–
Mattheyses (FM) [9] min-cut partitioning while keeping the
area balance within each local bin [8], [10], [11].2
After tier partitioning and placement legalization at each
tier, S2D conducts detailed routing for intertier 3-D nets with
full metal stacks for both tiers and finds the resulting (X, Y)
location of a 3-D via as the implicit position of a 3-D connection between two tiers. This is called 3-D via planning. 3-D
via planning results in netlists containing those 3-D connections as primary I/O ports for each tier, and detailed routing
at separate tiers produces the final GDSII layouts. Although
S2D presents how to use commercial 2-D P&R engines to
build two-tier gate-level F2F and M3D ICs, it introduces the
following new issues, especially, in the advanced technology
nodes.
1) To handle shrunk geometries, S2D requires P&R engines
and design rule checkers that target one node smaller
technology, which is both challenging and costly.3
2) The shrunk dimension of interconnects leads to inaccuracy in RC parasitics of the S2D design unless the
parasitic database is rebuilt for the shrunk geometries.4
3) S2D does not support any optimization after tier partitioning. Therefore, it is prone to timing failure caused
by intertier 3-D routing overhead.
Besides S2D flow, [13]–[15] also proposed the physical
design flow for the advanced 3-D ICs utilizing commercial 2-D P&R engines. Ku et al. [13] presented derated-2D
flow, which supports timing closure after tier-partitioning to
address the intertier variations in M3D ICs. However, the
optimization was performed only for the bottom tier cells,
and the buffer insertion was not based on the legal placement. Ku et al. [14] presented projected-2D flow and studied
the power-performance-cost tradeoffs for M3D ICs. Projected2D transforms a 2-D IC into an M3D IC directly. This might
help minimize the performance degradation caused by intertier
3-D routing overhead, but the power saving from the reduced
wirelength in the M3D IC was not accounted in the analysis. Chang et al. [15] presented cascade-2D flow for M3D ICs
as well, which utilizes the hierarchical design methodology in
2-D IC implementation tools. However, cascade-2D requires

2 The tier partitioning algorithm is not limited to the bin-based FM min-cut
partitioning, but various strategies have been proposed for the given design
and technology constraints [12], [13].
3 Our conversations with S2D flow users at industry design houses revealed
an exponential increase in design rule violations (DRVs) at the 7 nm
node. Designers reported that an excessive number of violations may cause
commercial engines to terminate abruptly or produce low-quality layouts.
4 The resistance of a shrunk wire segment in the S2D design is not the same
as that of the final 3-D design. Similarly, the shrunk width and spacing of
interconnects lead to inaccurate capacitance values in the S2D design.
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TABLE I
T ERMINOLOGIES IN O UR C2D F LOW. T HE TARGET 3-D D ESIGN
F OOTPRINT IS N% OF THE 2-D D ESIGN F OOTPRINT

Fig. 2. Our C2D flow. C2D is a full-chip RTL-to-GDSII physical design
solution to build commercial-quality two-tier gate-level 3-D ICs. C2D utilizes
2-D IC implementation tools and finds the optimal (X, Y) location of a cell
through a C2D design and placement contraction. Then, C2D determines the
Z location of a cell by tier partitioning. Compact 3-D via planning performs
post-TP opt using commercial 2-D P&R engines to compensate intertier 3-D
routing overhead. Incremental routing is a CAD solution to preserve the routing result from compact 3-D via planning for the final GDSII file generation
of each tier. In color are the new steps proposed in this article which do not
exist in the state-of-the-art 3-D IC flow [8].

tier-partitioning solution from the beginning and neglects the
parasitics of 3-D vias during the design closure.
III. D ESIGN M ETHODOLOGY
This section presents our design methodology named C2D
flow to build commercial-quality two-tier gate-level F2F and
M3D ICs. C2D flow finds the (X, Y) placement solution of
a 3-D design using the original geometries of standard cells
and interconnects. It also introduces an optimization capability
to take intertier 3-D routing overhead into account correctly.
Table I explains new terminologies used in this article, and
the overall design methodology is shown in Fig. 2. Although
we assume that the form-factor of a two-tier 3-D design is
50% of the 2-D design footprint in this section for the ease
of explanation, C2D flow is not limited to that assumption
but scalable to implement area-optimal gate-level F2F and
M3D ICs.
A. Compact-2D Design
A C2D design is a pseudo-3D design in C2D flow to
produce the optimal (X, Y) location of cells and macros in
a two-tier 3-D design. While the corresponding pseudo-3D
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design in S2D flow is implemented with the shrunk layout
objects in the target 3-D footprint, the C2D design is made of
original layout objects from the target technology node in the
2-D footprint. Then, the resultant placement solution is linearly
contracted to the target 3-D footprint. While implementing the
C2D design, C2D introduces unique ways to handle memory
macros and interconnect RC parasitics.
1) Handling Memory Macros: In the conventional 2-D IC
design, memory macros do not have any overlap between each
other, and none of standard cells is placed inside the memories.
However, the C2D design needs to allow overlaps between
memories when they are placed at the same (X, Y) location but
at different tiers. Moreover, P&R engines need to place standard cells inside memory regions unless the memories fully
occupy the same (X, Y) regions in both tiers. These interesting
needs are applicable to S2D as well. S2D has proposed shrinking the footprint of a memory macro down to the minimum
placement unit and using placement blockages to cover its
original boundary. Note that at most two memories may overlap at any particular location in a two-tier 3-D design. Full
placement blockages are used in the fully overlapped regions
and restrict the standard cell placement. To enable the standard cell placement at partially vacated regions, 50% partial
placement blockages are used. The pin locations of a memory
macro are retained, which serve as anchors for the standard
cell placement regardless of the shrunk memory size.
C2D also uses full/partial blockages to cover memory macro
boundaries to implement the pseudo-3D design. However,
C2D requires an additional treatment for the size of a blockage at the C2D design. To handle the memory macros in the
C2D design correctly, it is important to understand the correlation between placement contraction and the standard cell
density. Recall that once the C2D design is implemented, it is
linearly contracted to the target 3-D footprint given the lowerleft corner of the core as the contraction origin. As a result, this
placement contraction makes the standard cell density at any
particular region become twice because
√ the distance between
cells is contracted by a factor of 50% while the original
footprint of a cell is retained.
Assuming that only two memories exist in the netlist and
they are placed on different tiers in the final two-tier 3-D
design, Fig. 3 depicts the impact of placement contraction on
the standard cell density in the C2D design. Note that blockage boundaries are contracted in proportion to the core size.
Focusing on partial blockage regions, the standard cell density at those regions becomes twice after placement contraction
(Dr2 = 2Dr2 and Dr3 = 2Dr3 ). Given that we use 50% partial
blockages at those regions in the C2D design, Dr2 and Dr3 are
equal to the target density of the 3-D design (Td ). It allows
cells located at each partial blockage region to move to the
vacated region on the tier where a memory does not occupy
without any placement density overhead (Dr2 = Db2 = Td and
Dr3 = Dt2 = Td ). This implies that, after placement contraction, the size of the vacated region on a tier should be matched
with a part of the original memory macro placed on the
other tier.
As a result, the√ blockage boundaries need to be expanded
by a factor of 1/ 50% = 1.414 in the C2D design as shown
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Fig. 3. (a) Assume that two memories (Memt , Memb ) exist in the netlist and
they are placed on different tiers in the final two-tier 3-D design. Then, the
C2D design is divided into four different regions. Td is the target placement
density in the 3-D design. Dr1 is the standard cell density on the white space
region. Dr2 and Dr3 is for each partial blockage region, and Dr4 for the
full blockage region. (b) During placement contraction, the entire blockage
floorplan of the C2D design is linearly contracted to the target 3-D footprint
by a factor of 50%. This allows that standard cell density at a partial blockage
region becomes twice (Dr2 = 2Dr2 and Dr3 = 2Dr3 ), which is equal to Td .
(c) It allows cells at each partial blockage region on a tier to move to the
vacated region on the other tier where a memory does not occupy without
any placement density overhead (Dr2 = Db2 = Td and Dr3 = Dt2 = Td ).
This implies that, after placement contraction, the size of the vacated region
on a tier should be matched with a part of the original memory macro placed
on the other tier.

in Fig. 4. The pin locations of a memory macro also should
be expanded to correctly anchor the standard cells around
the placement blockages, otherwise unwanted routing change
occurs in the final 3-D design. To summarize how we handle
memory macros in the C2D design, we first prepare for the
expanded memory macro library exchange format (LEF) files
(memory expansion) that scale the pin locations by a factor
of 1.414 while shrinking the footprint down to the minimum
placement unit.5 Then we assign the tier location of a memory
macro and preplace the memories manually considering the
intermodule connectivity (memory preplacement). Lastly, we
generate placement blockages on the expanded memory region
while flattening the tier location of a memory macro (memory
flattening). As a result, we obtain the initial C2D design floorplan, in which memory modules are replaced with expanded
pins and full/partial placement blockages.
2) Interconnect √
RC Scaling: The HPWL of a net in the
C2D design is 1/ 50% = 1.414× longer than the corresponding net in the final 3-D design when both are projected
on the X-Y plane. To match the electrical length between the
C2D and the 3-D design despite the difference in geometrical
length, Fig. 5 illustrates the need for interconnect RC scaling in
the√
C2D design. By scaling the unit RC per length by a factor
of 50% = 0.707, we avoid the redundant buffer insertions
caused by increased geometrical length in the C2D design
while still using the original geometries of standard cells and
interconnects.6 Then, we perform all the required conventional
5 If the target 3-D design footprint is N% of the 2-D footprint, the scaling
√
factor for placement blockage and pin location becomes 1/ N%.
6 If the target 3-D design footprint is N% of the 2-D footprint, we scale the
√
unit length RC by a factor of N%.

√
Fig. 4. (a) Blockage boundary need to be expanded by a factor of 1/ N%
in the C2D design because the expanded macro boundary naturally becomes
the original macro size (H × W)macro . Also, the pin locations of a memory
macro should be expanded to correctly anchor the standard cells around the
expanded placement blockage, otherwise unwanted routing change occurs
after placement contraction.

Fig. 5. Need for interconnect RC scaling in the C2D design. The length of
interconnects will be reduced to 0.707× in the final 3-D layout by placement
contraction. In order to reflect this in advance, we scale the unit length RC
by a factor of 0.707 in the C2D design. The red line in the most left figure
indicates an interconnect with reduced parasitics.

implementation steps using commercial 2-D P&R tools to
build the C2D design. As a result, we obtain the fully legalized
(X, Y) placement solution to deliver at placement contraction.
B. Placement Contraction
Placement contraction linearly maps the placement of the
C2D design to the 3-D design footprint to determine the (X, Y)
locations of cells and macros in the 3-D design. Assume that
the ratio of the target 3-D design footprint to the C2D design
footprint is N%. Given the lower-left chip-to-core offset in the
C2D design (dx , dy ), the center point of a cell/macro (X, Y) in
the C2D design is mapped to the center point of the cell/macro
(X  , Y  ) in the final 3-D footprint by the equation
 

 √

(1)
(X  , Y  ) − dx , dy = (X, Y) − dx , dy × N%.
Note that we subtract the chip-to-core offset to calibrate the
contraction origin.
Since standard cells retain their footprints during contraction, it is obvious that they have overlaps on the final 3-D
design footprint. However, they will be legalized and snapped
to the placement rows at each tier after their Z locations
are decided. It is worth noting that the placement contraction
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Fig. 6. Our C2D flow demonstrated with OpenSparc T2 [16] single core design: memory expansion and preplacement, memory flattening, C2D design, and
placement contraction. Tier partitioning and compact 3-D via planning follow next.

applied to a memory macro is distinct from that applied to a
standard cell in that the center point of the macro is manually
defined at memory preplacement step while the center point
of the standard cell is determined once all the P&R steps are
performed in the C2D design. Recall that an expanded macro
boundary in the C2D design naturally becomes the original
macro size on the 3-D footprint after placement contraction.
This allows us to instantiate a memory macro at the location derived from (1) without creating any large halo of dead
spaces. Fig. 6 demonstrates C2D flow from memory preplacement to placement contraction using OpenSparc T2 [16] single
core design. It is important to note that the placement solution based on the shrinking idea from S2D and that based on
interconnect RC scaling/placement contraction ideas from our
C2D are ideally the same. However, C2D necessitates the P&R
engines that handle the target technology node only while S2D
relies on the CAD engines for the next technology node.
C. Tier Partitioning
Since the tier location of a memory macro is preassigned
manually, standard cells within a memory boundary move
to the tier where the memory does not occupy. To determine the Z location of each standard cell outside memory
boundaries, C2D adopts bin-based FM min-cut tier partitioning
algorithm [8], [10], [11]. Given that (X, Y) placement solution
is confined to the final 3-D footprint after placement contraction, we define partitioning bins that dissect the entire 3-D
footprint in a regular fashion. A partitioning bin is assigned to
the cells located under the region of it, and we apply two-way
FM min-cut partitioning algorithm with the area skew constraint enforced at individual local partitioning bin. For the
initial solution, the partition or the tier of a cell is randomly
chosen while balancing the area of two partitions within a local
bin. Then, a cell move across the partitions is found legal when
it meets the area skew defined at a local partitioning bin.
It is important to note that one cutsize objective is imposed
over the entire circuit, while the area balance is enforced
locally in each bin. Several passes are run until the cutsize is
not decreased anymore, and the tier location of a cell is determined based on the partitioning result. The number of cutsize,
which turns into the minimum number of intertier connections,
is controlled by the size of a partitioning bin. Larger bin size

or less stringent local area skew constraint allows the tier partitioning algorithm to find a lower cut size solution leading to
less routing congestion between the two tiers. However, this
also leads to larger local area skew or displacement from the
original (X, Y) solution determined by placement contraction.
Therefore, a sweet spot exists along the partitioning bin size.
Once tier partitioning determines the Z location of each cell, a
design exchange format (DEF) file for each tier is created, and
the placement engine legalizes the overlaps between standard
cells caused by placement contraction at each tier (tier-by-tier
legalization).
D. Compact 3-D via Planning
Once we decide the (X, Y, Z) placement solution, the
optimal (X, Y) location of a 3-D via needs to be determined
based on the given 3-D placement. This is called 3-D via planning. In this step, intertier 3-D routing overhead, which has
not been accounted by the C2D design, starts to affect the
timing closure. S2D is not only susceptible to this degradation but none of 3-D-routing-aware optimization is introduced
after tier partitioning. In order to support post-tier-partitioning
optimization (post-TP opt) to compensate the intertier 3-D
routing overhead, C2D presents a unique stage named compact 3-D via planning. Compact 3-D via planning consists of
two steps, and the following sections describe them in detail.
1) Compact Placement: After tier partitioning and tierby-tier legalization, cells have been separated into two tiers
and snapped to the placement rows at each tier. To support
power, timing, and 3-D via location co-optimization by applying a commercial 2-D P&R tool that only works on a single
tier, post-TP opt needs to compress the two-tier placement
information into the single tier, while still keeping the tier
information of a cell. To address the needs, C2D creates a
synthetic placement called compact placement.
Given the two-tier placement information, our in-house program creates a DEF file that flattens the two-tier placements.
However, cells are instantiated based on their tier locations in
the DEF file, so that post-TP opt keeps the tier information
of a cell. In order to do this, 3-D technology LEF is required,
which includes all the metal stacks from both tiers. Next, 3-D
macro LEF is required to instantiate a cell based on its tier
location as depicted in Fig. 7. This allows commercial 2-D
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Fig. 7. 3-D technology and macro LEF files prepared for compact 3-D via
planning. 3-D technology LEF defines the 3-D metal stack and its design
rules. 3-D macro LEF defines the cells based on their tier locations. It is
worth to note that an MIV blockage is defined in M3D macro LEF to prevent
MIVs from penetrating the top tier cells.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8.
(a) S2D flow [1] does not support post-TP opt because of the
placement overlaps. (b) Placement row splitting in our C2D flow enables
the optimization by fully legalizing the placement overlaps.

P&R engines to distinguish the pin layers of a top cell from
those of a bottom cell even though both cells are placed at the
same (X, Y) location. It is noteworthy that F2F and M3D ICs
have different 3-D via definition and the metal stack configuration for the top tier. To build M3D ICs, an MIV must not
penetrate the device region of top tier cells. Therefore, 3-D
macro LEF for M3D ICs contains the blockage (OBS) at the
MIV layer covering the entire macro boundary of a top tier
cell.
In the compact placement, 3-D footprint is too small to
accommodate all the cells from both tiers. Nevertheless, we
should not have placement overlaps because the commercial optimization engine requires the fully legalized placement
solution. To find the legal (X, Y) placement solution on the
final 3-D IC footprint, we split a placement row into the top
and bottom rows, and change the height of standard cells in
3-D macro LEF to the half of the original to fit into the split
rows. In Fig. 8, Row0 and Row1 are two adjacent placement
rows to be split. Row1 is vertically flipped over to share the
power rail with Row0. Now, placement row splitting turns each
row into two horizontally split rows. In Row0, the bottom half
is reserved for the bottom tier placement, and the top half for
the top tier. However, in Row1, the bottom half is reserved for
the top tier placement, and the top half for the bottom tier due
to the flipped orientation of Row1. As a result, the placement

overlap is fully legalized while accommodating every cell in
the design on the final 3-D footprint. It is worth noting that
the pin locations of a standard cell are still preserved regardless of splitting placement rows. Therefore, pins may be found
outside the boundary of the top/bottom half of a cell in the
compact placement. The bottom-tier cell pins are assigned to
metal layers MXB and the top-tier cell pins are assigned to
MXT (see Fig. 7).
Placement row splitting allows us to perform legalization between the top-tier and bottom-tier standard cells, but
memory macros are large and occupy a number of placement
rows. To handle memory macros in the compact placement, we
transform the physical size of a memory macro into the minimum placement unit, and we create a full placement blockage
at its original boundary. The (X, Y) memory pin locations are
retained despite the change of memory size, while memory
pins are assigned to metal layers based on the tier of the
memory. Then, we keep the standard cells inside memory
regions fixed at their given (X, Y) locations to avoid legalization by full placement blockages. Note that full placement
blockages limit the additional placement other than cells that
already exist, and we preserve the placement inside memory
regions intact.
The artificial natures of the compact placement are worthy
of note because the compact placement is a special representation of cells from two tiers using a single chip. The standard
cells are compressed to the half-height to be legally placed in
the small 3-D footprint. Since the original (X, Y) location of
pins in a cell is still preserved, pins are partially outside the
boundary of the half-height cell, which is a significant deviation from the classical macro definition. The tier information
of a cell is turned into the metal layer of pins by 3-D macro
LEF, so that commercial P&R engines can fully access to the
pins of either top or bottom cells while only a single placement layer exists. This synthetic placement result is then fed
into a commercial 2-D IC tool to perform post-TP opt.
2) Post-Tier-Partitioning Optimization: C2D performs
post-TP opt for timing, power, and 3-D via location cooptimization to close the design under intertier 3-D routing
overhead. On top of the compact placement, we conduct detailed routing with 3-D technology LEF and utilize
the post-route optimization capability of a commercial 2-D
optimization engine for post-TP opt. Post-TP opt requires RC
corners for the full 3-D metal stack (3-D interconnect technology file) and the timing corners for both top and bottom
tiers (3-D liberty file). Full optimization capabilities, including resizing, moving, insertion, and deletion, are employed for
both top and bottom cells to address the intertier 3-D routing
overhead. Recall that we have compressed the cell height into
the half but preserved the width of standard cells in the compact placement. Therefore, placement is kept legal although
there are updates while post-TP opt proceeds. To be specific,
when a cell gets resized, the width of the cell is updated,
and this affects the location of neighboring cells by legalization. When a cell is inserted, the P&R engine finds the best
macro instance (either a top or a bottom instance) based on
the detailed routing as well as the (X, Y) location of the cell
for design closure. The macro instance used turns into the tier
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location of the cell naturally. Once the optimization is done,
we save a DEF file to deliver at incremental routing.
E. Incremental Routing
Incremental routing is a CAD solution to preserve the routing result from post-TP opt for the final GDSII file generation
of each tier. Our in-house tool parses the DEF file delivered
from post-TP opt and constructs a graph for each net to tract
the routing structure. Each graph consists of vertices and edges
representing individual routing objects and their connectivity,
respectively. Routing objects include wires, vias, I/O ports, and
cell pins. We store the tier location (based on 3-D technology
LEF) and size of the routing objects. The (X, Y) locations
where those routing objects cross each other are kept along
with their edge definitions.
For a 2-D graph that contains all vertices located at a single
tier, we simply deliver the graph information when creating a
DEF and a Verilog file for the tier. However, for a 3-D graph
that contains a 3-D via as one of its vertices, care must be
taken since we need to divide the graph into the set of 2-D
subgraphs located at two different tiers. We convert a 3-D via
into two 3-D I/O ports for the top and the bottom tier each.
When there exist a driver cell, external input ports, or other
3-D input ports in its connected subgraph, the direction of a
3-D I/O port becomes the output, otherwise the input. As a
result, the 3-D graph turns into a group of 2-D subgraphs, and
each subgraph information is delivered when creating a DEF
and a Verilog file for each tier. Throughout this process, we
do not reduce the number of 3-D vias, and 2-D subnets are
assigned to the original 3-D net at the top Verilog file to be
identified as the same net.
Based on the collected graph information, our in-house tool
creates a DEF file and a Verilog file for each tier. The DEF
file introduces the 3-D vias as external I/O ports at their (X, Y)
locations (located in the middle of the layout). Note that the
(X, Y) location of a 3-D via becomes the implicit location of a
3-D connection. Also the DEF file contains the final cell locations after restoring the cell height to the original. Since the pin
locations of a cell are preserved regardless of halving the cell
height, we can easily retrieve the correct (X, Y) locations of a
cell based on the original cell height. Also, we reproduce the
routing structure for each graph based on the actual connection
points defined in each edge. As a result, I/O port locations,
cell placement, routing information of each graph are stored
in the DEF file for a corresponding tier. For the Verilog file
for each tier, the connectivity among 3-D I/O ports and the
cells within the same tier are provided. Lastly, a top Verilog
and standard parasitic exchange format (SPEF) files are created, which define the connections between 3-D I/O ports in
separate tiers and RC parasitics of 3-D vias, respectively.
For final GDSII file generation, we load the DEF and the
Verilog file at each tier and perform sign-off physical DRV
fixing. Since the routing information of a net is retained in
the DEF file, C2D minimize the perturbation between postTP opt and final tier-by-tier GDSII layout. The reason why
this additional DRV fixing is necessary is that tools built for
2-D ICs do not support full DRV fixing for the pins outside the

Fig. 9. Final 2-D and two-tier gate-level F2F and M3D IC GDSII layouts of
OpenSparc T2 [16] single core implemented using our C2D flow. The layout
of bottom die of the F2F IC is mirrored for the flipped F2F bonding.

macro boundary while employing compact placement. When
the sign-off DRV fixing is done, RC parasitics of each tier
are extracted, and we proceed the final 3-D timing & power
analysis.
IV. S TATE - OF - THE -A RT C OMPARISON
In Table II, we compare the timing & power savings of
C2D with those of S2D based on the OpenSparc T2 [16] single core (SPC) design at 1.0-GHz clock frequency. We find the
maximum frequency in that the worst negative slack (WNS)
is less than 5% of the clock period. This is to ensure the
performance is tightly optimized. 3-D ICs are built at the maximum frequency of the 2-D IC for iso-performance comparison.
We use dual-Vt cell libraries in 28-nm commercial-grade technology process design kit (28-nm PDK). Six metal layers
are used for 2-D, and both top and bottom tiers for 3-D
implementations (Fig. 9). MIV diameter, pitch, resistance, and
capacitance are assumed to be 0.1 μm, 0.2 μm, 16 , and
0.1 fF, respectively. The F2F via diameter, pitch, resistance,
and capacitance are assumed to be 0.5 μm, 1.0 μm, 0.5 , and
0.2 fF, respectively. For the static power analysis, we set the
switching activity as 0.1 for primary input ports and register
output pins, and 2.0 for a clock port.
We observe that both C2D and S2D designs significantly
decrease the net switching power thanks to the huge wirelength
saving in 3-D designs. Following buffer reduction contributes
to the combinational cell and clock network power savings.
The maximum total power reduction of C2D is 12.56% while
S2D offers 12.16% saving over the 2-D IC at iso-performance.
In addition, it is remarkable that C2D manipulates more
3-D interconnections than S2D and reduces the total negative
slack (TNS) violations by 74.97% while S2D worsens the timing. This is because C2D supports post-TP opt to compensate
intertier 3-D routing overhead. This result not only shows that
C2D offers comparable power reduction as the state-of-the-art
S2D but also proves that C2D builds timing-robust 3-D ICs.
Most of all, C2D is more scalable than S2D in that our C2D
flow performs with P&R engines, technology files, and design
rules for the target technology and does not require handling
of the next smaller node.
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TABLE II
I SO -P ERFORMANCE T IMING AND P OWER C OMPARISON A MONG 2-D, S2D [8], AND C2D U SING O PENSPARC T2 [16] S INGLE C ORE (28 nm). %
S HOWS % I MPROVEMENT OVER 2-D. TARGET C LOCK F REQUENCY I S 1.0 GH Z . WNS S TANDS FOR THE WNS, TNS FOR THE TNS, AND TPS FOR THE
T OTAL P OSITIVE S LACK . I N T HIS A RTICLE , W E C LAIM T HAT A D ESIGN M EETS THE T IMING W HEN THE WNS I S L ESS T HAN 5% OF THE C LOCK
P ERIOD TO E NSURE T HAT THE P ERFORMANCE I S T IGHTLY O PTIMIZED . T WO U TILIZATION N UMBERS OF 3-D D ESIGNS A RE FOR THE T OP AND THE
B OTTOM T IER , R ESPECTIVELY, AND THE U TILIZATION S AVING OF 3-D IC S A RE C ALCULATED BASED ON THE AVERAGE U TILIZATION OF
B OTH T IERS . C2D O FFERS C OMPARABLE P OWER R EDUCTION AND S IGNIFICANT S LACK I MPROVEMENT C OMPARED W ITH S2D

V. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
In this section, we analyze the impact of each design step in
C2D flow with LDPC, AES-128, and JPEG from OpenCore
benchmark suites [17]. Assumptions on the technology and
analysis are the same as we made in Section IV. The initial utilization density for both AES-128 and JPEG is 60%,
while 40% for wire-dominated LDPC. The maximum clock
frequency for each benchmark is decided when the design
closes the timing with WNS less than 5% of the clock period,
and it is 2.0-GHz for LDPC, 5.4-GHz for AES-128, and
2.16-GHz for JPEG. Fig. 10 shows the GDSII layouts of
28 nm 2-D and C2D-based two-tier gate-level F2F and M3D
IC implementations for each benchmark.

TABLE III
I MPACT OF I NTERCONNECT RC S CALING BASED ON THE TARGET 3-D
F OOTPRINT. A SSUMING P LACEMENT U TILIZATION IN [70%, 80%] R ANGE
I S A LLOWED , 3-D F OOTPRINT S AVINGS R EACH U P TO 65% FOR
LDPC AND 56% FOR B OTH AES-128 AND JPEG

A. Impact of Interconnect RC Scaling
In the C2D
√ design, we scale interconnect RC parasitics by
a factor of 50% = 0.707 to imitate the parasitics of the
final 3-D design based on the assumption that the 3-D design
footprint is 50% of the 2-D design footprint. However,
the RC
√
scaling factor can be generalized and set to be 40% = 0.632
in case the 3-D design footprint is 40% of the 2-D design
footprint. Table III shows C2D design results with various
3-D/2-D footprint ratios.
With a low RC scaling factor, such as under 0.6, all benchmarks have huge power and standard cell area savings because
of the reduced interconnect parasitics and the less number and
lower drive-strength of buffers. However, since the target footprint saving is much larger than the standard cell area saving, it
results in the impractical placement utilization per each tier in
the 3-D design. Assuming placement utilization in [70%, 80%]
range is allowed, 3-D footprint savings reach up to 65% for
LDPC and 56% for both AES-128 and JPEG. In case of wiredominated LDPC design, since the 2-D footprint is determined
by the routability, huge wirelength reduction in the 3-D design
helps increase the footprint saving more than other circuits.
When the same placement utilization in both 2-D and 3-D
ICs should be considered, we observe that 53%∼57% 3-D
footprint savings are good target for all designs. With exactly

50% footprint saving constraint, we find 4%∼12% placement
utilization savings in 3-D designs. This shows that sweeping
the interconnect RC scaling factor helps to set the practical and
optimal target footprint of a 3-D design. For the rest of experiments, we keep the 50% 3-D footprint saving constraint for
all benchmarks to factorize the impact of other steps clearly.
B. Impact of Tier Partitioning
While placement contraction is deterministic in that the
(X, Y) location of a cell is scaled by 0.707, bin-based tier
partitioning is heuristic with regard to the size of partitioning
bins. Depending on the partitioning bin size, the number of
cells applied to the local area balance constraint varies, resulting in different cutsizes between the tiers. Table IV shows
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(c)

Fig. 10. 28-nm GDSII die images of 2-D and two-tier gate-level F2F and M3D IC implementations using our C2D flow. (a) LDPC (2.0 GHz). (b) AES-128
(5.4 GHz). (c) JPEG (2.16 GHz).
TABLE IV
D EPENDING ON THE PARTITIONING B IN S IZE , THE N UMBER OF C ELLS
A PPLIED TO THE L OCAL A REA BALANCE C ONSTRAINT VARIES ,
R ESULTING IN D IFFERENT C UTSIZES B ETWEEN THE T IERS .
T HE L ARGE B IN S IZE A LLOWS THE A LGORITHM
TO F IND THE M INIMAL C UTSIZE

Fig. 11. Impact of partitioning bin size on the displacement caused by
tier-by-tier legalization. Total displacement per cell is the averaged Euclidean
distance between the (X, Y) location determined by placement contraction and
the (X, Y) location after tier-by-tier legalization. As the partitioning bin size
increases, we observe the degree of displacement grows monotonically.

how the different partitioning bin sizes change the number of
cutsize between two tiers under 5% area skew.
1) Displacement Analysis: After tier partitioning, we create
a DEF file for each tier, and the placement engine legalizes the overlaps caused by placement contraction at each
tier. Therefore, tier-by-tier legalization causes displacement
from the optimal (X, Y) placement solution offered by placement contraction. To minimize this unwanted displacement,
two cells with an overlap need to be separated into the different tiers as much as possible. Fig. 11 shows that when
we decrease the partitioning bin size to enforce the local
area balance, the displacement caused by tier-by-tier legalization is minimized. Total displacement per cell is the averaged
Euclidean distance between the (X, Y) location determined by
placement contraction and the (X, Y) location after tier-by-tier
legalization.
As the partitioning bin size increases, we observe the
degree of displacement grows monotonically. In case of
gate-dominant circuits (AES-128 and JPEG) where the local
connectivity is primal, most of cells are placed close to each
other at the C2D design. Therefore, the number of overlaps is
significantly large when the placement is contracted into the

final 3-D footprint. The overlaps are effectively removed under
small partitioning bin size (<10 μm) at the similar level of
the displacement in wire-dominant circuit (LDPC). However,
large partitioning bin size (>40 μm) leads to the imbalance in
local area skew, resulting in huge displacement (For AES-128,
3.55 μm displacement per cell at 80 μm partitioning bin size)
after tier-by-tier legalization.
Note that the displacement value depends on the target process node because of the different size of cells. To understand
the displacement without process node dependency, we analyze the displacement in the number of placement rows. X
and Y displacement per cell means the independent movement
on X and Y axes, respectively. With small partitioning bin
size (5 μm), both X and Y displacement is suppressed under
0.25 placement rows, which proves the effectiveness of local
area balancing in bin-based tier partitioning. In the worst case,
(AES-128 at 80 μm partitioning bin size), we observe that Y
displacement is as large as 0.90 rows, and 1.66 rows for X
displacement. We find that the ratio of X to Y displacement
varies from 1.42 to 2.15, and the average ratio is 1.74 out of
all the tier partitioning results.
The displacement caused by tier-by-tier legalization should
be minimized to preserve the optimized placement solution
from placement contraction. We observe that using small partitioning bin size in bin-based tier partitioning helps reduce the
displacement overhead. However, small partitioning bin size
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TABLE V
I MPACT OF PARTITIONING B IN S IZE ON W IRELENGTH S AVING . S AVING VALUES A RE BASED ON THE C OMPARISON OVER THE C2D R ESULT

causes large cutsize, which turns into more congestion on the
intertier 3-D routing. As a result, small partitioning bin size
reduces the wirelength saving in 3-D ICs. In the next section,
we discuss the wirelength saving tradeoff of tier partitioning
in detail.
2) Wirelength Analysis: After tier-by-tier legalization, compact placement flattens the two-tier placement solution into a
single chip and allows us to perform detailed intertier 3-D routing. In Table V, we analyze the detailed 3-D routing result
to explore the impact of tier partitioning on the wirelength
saving. A net is defined as either a 2-D or a 3-D net based
on their 3-D via usage, and we compare its wirelength with
that in the C2D design. LDPC shows the best wirelength savings (27.3%) when the bin size is in the range of 20 μm to
80 μm. On the other hand, AES-128 and JPEG have 22.15%
and 20.31% wirelength savings, respectively, at 10-μm bin.
It is noteworthy that gate-dominant circuits steeply lose the
wirelength savings along with increasing the bin size over
the sweet spot. M3D AES-128 shows even negative wirelength saving on 3-D nets starting from 40-μm partitioning
bin. Considering the best wirelength savings for both F2F and
M3D ICs, we determine the size of partitioning bins as 40-μm
for LDPC, 10-μm for both AES-128 and JPEG for the following analysis. This shows that finding the optimal partitioning
bin size is critical to maximize the wirelength savings of
3-D ICs.
We observe that the average wirelength per net based on
the detailed intertier 3-D routing (Avg. WL/net in Table V)
is strongly correlated to the optimal partitioning bin size. If
the bin size is much smaller than Avg. WL/net, most of nets
become 3-D, causing congestion and detouring to meet the
design rules for 3-D vias. This is the reason that the wirelength saving of 3-D nets decreases at 5-μm bin, lowering
the total wirelength saving. On the other hand, if the bin size
is too large, then most of nets remain at 2-D with increased

wirelength by huge displacement from tier-by-tier legalization.
Therefore, embracing too many 2-D nets again degrades the
total wirelength saving.
One way to estimate the Avg. WL/net before we actually
perform detailed 3-D routing is to utilize the C2D design
result.
√ Recall that the HPWL of a net in the C2D design is
1/ N% times longer than that in the final 3-D design where
the target 3-D design footprint is N% of the 2-D design footprint. Therefore,
we can calculate the Avg. WL/net by multi√
plying N% to the average net wirelength calculated from the
C2D design. For example, the average net wirelength based on
the LDPC C2D design is 53.48 μm and this gives us 37.82-μm
for estimated Avg. WL/net which is close to both the actual
Avg. WL/net (38.84 μm) and the optimal partitioning bin
size. Note that the wirelength overhead caused by intertier
3-D routing and tier-by-tier legalization are not addressed in
this estimation. This makes the estimated Avg. WL/net a little smaller than the actual value. However, it gives us a good
reference point for bin size optimization.

C. Impact of Intertier 3-D Routing Overhead
1) Routed Versus Predicted Wirelength: In the C2D design,
the interconnect RC parasitics are scaled by a factor of 0.707
given that every net in the C2D design takes 29.3% HPWL
saving by placement contraction. This is true when we only
consider the HPWL based on the flattened two-tier placement
information (compact placement). However, after we perform
detailed intertier 3-D routing on top of the compact placement,
the actual routed length of a net can be different from what
was predicted in the C2D design. Fig. 12 shows the net count
distribution based on the ratio of the routed wirelength at the
compact placement for F2F ICs to the predicted wirelength at
the C2D design. Percentage numbers indicate the proportion
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TABLE VI
D IFFERENT I NTERTIER 3-D ROUTING OVERHEADS IN F2F AND M3D IC S .
T HE W IRELENGTH D ISSECTION OF 3-D N ETS I S P RESENTED BASED ON
RUNNING M ETAL L AYERS . W IRELENGTH U NIT I S mm. I N M3D IC S ,
MIV S M UST N OT P ENETRATE THE T OP T IER C ELLS . B ECAUSE OF T HIS
U NIQUE C ONSTRAINT, 3-D ROUTING T URNS O UT T O B E C ONGESTED
AND D ETOURED IN M3D IC S . O N THE OTHER H AND , I NTERTIER 3-D
ROUTING IN F2F IC S M UST G O T HROUGH B OTH T OP AND B OTTOM
BEOL S , W HICH L ENGTHENS THE W IRELENGTH

Fig. 12. Net count distribution based on the ratio of the routed wirelength
at the compact placement for F2F ICs to the predicted wirelength at the C2D
design. In the C2D design, we predicted that the wirelength of a net becomes
29.3% shorter in the compact placement. However, the actual routing at the
compact placement shows the distribution centered at the predicted wirelength,
justifying the necessity of post-TP opt.

out of the total net counts in the specified range of wirelength
ratio.
We find that the shape of distribution depends on the circuit
characteristics. For the wire-dominant circuit (LDPC), 38.3%
of nets have routed with the predicted wirelength, and the
distribution shows the steep bell-shaped curve, which implies
that intertier 3-D routing overhead does not affect the timing
closure made at C2D design too seriously. However, lower
than 30% of nets are routed with the predicted wirelength in
gate-dominant circuits (26.9% for AES-128, and 19.8% for
JPEG), and the deviation of distribution is larger than that
of LDPC. When averaging the ratio between routed and predicted wirelength out of the entire nets, we observe that only
2.8% mismatch from the predicted wirelength for LDPC, while
10.1% and 12.7% for AES-128 and JPEG, respectively. Note
that the difference between routed and predicted wirelength
causes the net delay difference, and this intertier 3-D routing
overhead will be addressed by post-TP opt after all. When the
timing path slack becomes positive due to the positive wirelength mismatch (Routed WL/Predicted WL < 1.0), post-TP
opt has a margin to improve the power consumption.
2) F2F Versus M3D: In Table V, we found that the 3-D nets
in F2F ICs have more wirelength savings than those of M3D
ICs. Ideally thinking, F2F ICs go through both top and bottom
BEOLs for the intertier 3-D routing, while M3D ICs need only
bottom BEOL. Also, F2F via pitch is assumed to be as 5×
large as MIV pitch in this article, which is supposed to cause
additional routing detour in F2F ICs. To analyze this observation in detail, we dissect the wirelength of 3-D nets with
running metal layers and tabulate the wirelength distribution
per each layer in Table VI.
For the intertier 3-D routing in M3D ICs, MIVs must not
penetrate the top tier cells. Since our tier partitioning is areabalanced locally, generally 50% of cells should be placed on
the top tier (under 5% area skew in this article), resulting
in significant reduction in the available area for MIV insertion as shown in Fig. 13. Because of this unique constraint in
M3D ICs, 3D routing turns out to be congested and detoured.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 13. Compact 3-D via planning snapshots for (a) F2F and (b) M3D ICs.
A top tier cell in M3D ICs contains an MIV blockage to prevent MIVs from
penetrating itself.

To find the optimal white space to insert an MIV, M3D ICs
use a maximum 11.8× more wirelength on the M6 layer of
the bottom tier for intertier 3-D routing than F2F ICs. LDPC
is a wire-dominant circuit so it has lower placement utilization than other gate-dominant benchmarks. Therefore, LDPC
allows more white spaces to insert MIVs while having only
1.5× M6 usage for detouring. On the other hand, the intertier
3-D routing overhead in F2F ICs is captured at M5 and M6
layers usage on the top tier. While M3D ICs have very little
usage on the M5 and M6 layers on the top tier, F2F ICs use
a maximum 576.5× more wirelength on the top tier M5 layer
for intertier 3-D routing. However, when comparing the difference in the total wirelength of F2F and M3D ICs, we observe
that detouring for MIV insertion has worse impact on the 3-D
net wirelength saving than lengthened intertier 3D routing in
F2F ICs.
Fig. 14 compares M3D ICs with F2F ICs on the mismatch
between the wirelength in detailed intertier 3-D routing and
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TABLE VII
I MPACT OF P OST-T IER -PARTITIONING O PTIMIZATION . I NTERTIER 3-D
ROUTING OVERHEAD I NTRODUCES H UGE T IMING V IOLATION (B EFORE
O PT ), AND O UR O PTIMIZATION F IXES THE T IMING V IOLATION
W ITH N EGLIGIBLE P OWER OVERHEAD (A FTER O PT )

Fig. 14. Comparison between M3D IC and F2F IC on the mismatch between
the wirelength in detailed intertier 3-D routing and the predicted wirelength
in the C2D design. We observe that the overall distribution of M3D ICs is
pushed to the right, implying that the mismatch from the predicted wirelength
becomes worse due to the unique 3-D routing constraint in M3D ICs.

the predicted wirelength from the C2D design. We observe
that the overall distribution of M3D ICs is pushed to the
right, implying that the mismatch from the predicted wirelength increases due to the unique 3-D routing constraint in
M3D ICs. When averaging the ratio between routed and predicted wirelength out of the entire nets, we observe that 3.5%
mismatch for LDPC, while 16.2% and 19.6% for AES-128
and JPEG, respectively. This shows that intertier 3-D routing
overhead negatively impacts on M3D ICs more than F2F ICs
with regard to the wirelength.

while minimizing the power increase. However, if the power
overhead becomes the issue, then post-TP opt can start to
delete or down-size the buffers at the expense of the timing
margin.

D. Impact of Post-Tier-Partitioning Optimization

E. Commercial 2D Versus C2D

Using LDPC, Table VII shows how effectively post-TP opt
fixes the timing violations caused by the intertier 3-D routing
overhead. When intertier 3-D routing is done (Before Opt),
WNS and TNS are degraded, and both F2F and M3D designs
fail to meet the timing. Note that the M3D IC has more timing degradation than the F2F IC with regard to TNS and the
number of violated paths. These timing violations are fixed
after we perform post-TP opt (After Opt). WNS is improved
by 44.4%, and TNS is restored by 91.5% with the negligible
power overhead (0.1%) in the F2F IC. The timing restoration
in the M3D IC is more drastic in that WNS and TNS values
become significantly better than those of the F2F IC, respectively. This proves that post-TP opt is critical to implement
timing-robust 3-D ICs.
While fixing the timing violation, post-TP opt indeed optimizes the positive slack paths and shows the standard cell area
and pin capacitance savings. This cell-level saving is translated
into the power saving in the M3D IC but not in the F2F IC. The
interesting fact in the F2F IC is that, the wirelength is actually shorter than the M3D IC as discussed in Section V-C2, but
the wire capacitance is larger than that of the M3D IC. This is
because the F2F IC utilizes M6 layers on both tiers. Although
intertier 3-D routings are made with short wirelength, using
more M6 layers create larger wire capacitance, resulting in
larger power consumption than the M3D IC. In general, postTP opt restores the timing by inserting or up-sizing the buffers

Based on the optimal footprint derived from Section V-A,
Table VIII compares the design results of 2-D IC with those
of C2D-based F2F and M3D ICs. The total footprint savings of 3-D designs over the 2-D design is 57.8% for LDPC,
and 53.0% for both AES-128 and JPEG while having similar placement utilization as that of 2-D IC. Our C2D flow
offers 20%∼34% wirelength savings and 4%∼13% standard
cell area savings. Therefore, the wire-dominated LDPC, which
shows the highest wirelength to standard cell area ratio, benefits most from C2D in terms of the total power saving at
iso-performance (28.0% in M3D IC), whereas the lowest wirelength to standard cell area ratio benchmark, JPEG, gains the
lowest total power savings (5.7% in F2F IC).
F. Summary and Future Directions
To sum up the strengths of our C2D flow, first C2D does
not shrink the standard cell and interconnect geometries, so
we can utilize the 2-D P&R engines for the target technology node. Second C2D offers strong post-TP opt that enables
timing, power, and 3-D via location co-optimization further.
This makes C2D flow more favorable and adaptable in the
advanced technology node. On the other hand, C2D requires
the accurate parasitic database of the full 3-D metal stack for
the decent post-TP opt, which is challenging due to the limited
support from tools and commercial PDKs built for 2-D ICs.
Also, regarding placement row splitting, supporting full DRV
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2-D V ERSUS C2D I SO -P ERFORMANCE P OWER C OMPARISON . % I NDICATES THE S AVINGS OVER THE 2-D D ESIGN

fixing on the macro pins outside the boundaries will make
post-TP opt more precise and eventually remove the sign-off
DRV fixing at the incremental routing stage.
This article reveals the unique characteristics of both F2F
and M3D ICs in the C2D flow. We observe that the intertier
3-D routing overhead negatively impacts M3D ICs more than
F2F ICs with regard to the total wirelength. This is because
M3D integration has the unique constraint on intertier 3-D
routing in that 3-D vias should not penetrate top-tier cells.
This leads to the congestion and detouring on intertier 3-D
routings. However, we observe that longer wirelength in M3D
ICs does not lead to more power consumption than that of F2F
ICs. This is because F2F ICs utilize more M6 layers on both
tiers for 3-D net routing, resulting in larger wire capacitance.
For the future directions, we can generalize C2D flow to
handle more than two tiers for the advanced 3-D integration
technology. For example, we can adjust the scaling factors
in interconnect RC scaling/placement contraction for multitier designs. Various multiway balanced partitioning schemes
can be applied to the tier partitioning. Also, placement row
splitting in the compact 3-D via planning can be performed

based on the number of dies. In addition, we can study the
thermal and power integrity issues in 3-D ICs using our C2D
flow, and lastly, we can apply C2D to build the variety of
commercial-quality 3-D systems, including neuromorphics and
heterogeneous 3-D ICs. All these challenges are the future
works for C2D flow.
VI. C ONCLUSION
To maximize the utilization of 3-D interconnect and the
power-performance-area benefit of advanced 3-D ICs, in this
article, we proposed a full-chip RTL-to-GDSII physical design
solution named C2D that offers commercial-quality F2F and
M3D IC physical layouts. We presented interconnect RC scaling and placement contraction, which allow us to utilize the
original technology files and design rules for the target technology node for 3-D IC implementation. We also introduced
compact placement to enable post-TP opt. With our extensive experiments and analysis, we evaluated the impact of
those ideas step-by-step, and showed that using 28-nm process design kit, F2F, and M3D ICs implemented by our C2D
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flow offers a maximum 28.0% of total power reduction as well
as 15.6% silicon area saving at its maximum compared to the
2-D IC at iso-performance.
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